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A regular feature of this column has been commentary
on the succession of crises that have confronted us
over the past few years. Few of us could have predicted
what would come next.
Just as in other conflict zones around the world, the
human suffering and destruction in Ukraine is gut
wrenching to watch. Ukraine may occupy our screens
and minds more than the likes of Yemen and the
Horn of Africa because it is closer to home, but also
because its impact has been far wider reaching. The
first ‘war-related’ cost increase we received was from a
supplier in South America, a key raw material no longer
available. The inflationary pressures that were already
taking hold have been dialled up a few notches – we
expect the level, frequency and immediacy of cost
increases to continue.
Another regular feature of this column is my generally
optimistic outlook, that things will get better, and that
we are well placed to ride whatever storm comes at us.
As we look forward to completing our much-belated
75th anniversary celebrations this summer, this feels
as true now as it ever has.
It is driven by three things: firstly, the stable business
my grandfather created and father passed on to me;
secondly, the relationships we have developed with so
many of our customers and brand partners; and thirdly,
the fantastic team we have working on behalf of these
customers and brand partners. We have just renewed
our Investors in People accreditation, achieving Gold
(two levels higher than our previous assessment). I
believe we are truly living our values – with high levels
of passion and accountability, creativity and teamwork
in abundance, all underpinned by our integrity and
wanting to do business ‘the right way’. However testing
these times, we should never stray from that.
Rob Amar, Managing Director, RH Amar

NEW FACES TO THE
RH AMAR TEAM
Andrew Turton has joined our Commercial
Team as Brand & Marketing Controller.
Andrew has 25 years’ experience with
FMCG companies including Pernod
Ricard, Britvic and Unilever.
Thipkhamporn (Alice) Bunsit has recently
joined us in the warehouse and is also
offering support on our reception
desk. Carl Simmonds, Kanokporn (Joy)
Coleman and Walee (Lily) Prachantharasri
join our warehouse team and Marcus
Rayner joins our team of drivers.
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And finally, brothers Ajay and Vinnie Kalhan
have also joined our busy warehouse team.
Ajay is the elder and Rob has offered him some
advice about working with a younger sibling!
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LONG SERVICE
Congratulations to our colleagues who have recently
reached significant RH Amar long-service milestones.
5 YEARS:
Arturas Pranciulis (Lorry Driver)
Joanna Barwinska (Warehouse Operative)
10 YEARS:
Anne-Marie Cannon (Senior Brand Manager)
Karen Williams (National Account Manager)
Nerene Willis (Brand Manager).

TRADE SHOWS ARE BACK!
We’re back out and about at trade shows. It’s been
great to see so many people in person again and
have the opportunity to showcase our products.

WELL DONE ELSIE!
Congratulations to Elsie Walker on her
promotion to Technical Manager. Elsie
joined RH Amar in 2019 and, working
with Senior Technical Manager Markus
Endt, ensures all products supplied by
RH Amar in the UK are safe and legal.
Elsie is also the unofficial Star Baker of
the RH Amar team, regularly whipping
up creations in our kitchens showcasing
the wonderful brands we work with.
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INVESTORS IN PEOPLE
GOLD FOR RH AMAR!
We’re extremely proud to have been awarded Gold
accreditation by Investors in People. The Investors
in People Standard reflects the very best in people
management practices and gold accreditation is
achieved by just 16% of companies.
Underpinning the Standard is the Investors in People
Framework. This incorporates nine key indicators of high
performance and is based on over 25 years of leading
practice, the latest research, and workplace trends.
RH Amar was praised for its people-centric culture,
employee retention, and understanding across the
business of our purpose, priorities and expectations.
Colleagues commented that they felt appreciated and
valued and liked our family culture. Our impact on society
was also highly scored, alongside 100% for our trust in
leadership score.

RH AMAR NAMED
FOODSERVICE SUPPLIER
OF THE YEAR
We were delighted to scoop Foodservice Supplier of
the Year at the annual Confex Wholesale trade awards.
Our team was praised for its ‘focus, energy and planning’
and credited with growing sales with existing and new
members, against a very challenging time for foodservice.
Well done to our National Account Manager,
Karen Williams, and the rest of the team!

SOIL ASSOCIATION FLYING COLOURS
We’re pleased to have completed our annual organic audit by the Soil
Association. We successfully passed with zero non-conformances.

FOODSERVICE UPDATE
The team is busy with many enquiries and tenders as a result
of foodservice coming back strongly after two years, and also
the global market situation which is creating price volatility.
This price volatility has increased further as a direct result of
the war in Ukraine which, along with Russia, produces almost
80% of the world’s sunflower oil. This has led to a sharp
increase in demand for other oils such as rapeseed.
Across foodservice we’re seeing increased demand for private
label olives, canned vegetables and condiments. For retail,
we’re seeing the trend for plant-based food cross over into
the ambient category – a natural evolution when a food moves
to a weekly staple purchase.
Please contact Lesley Robertson in our Private Label team with
any enquiries.
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A CATEGORY VIEW - AMBIENT TOMATOES
Marcus Blowers, RH Amar Category Insights Manager
The ambient tomatoes category was one of the
big winners of lockdown, with the increase in
scratch cooking at home encouraging customers
to shop across the category. Sales rose by 22.2%
in 2020 equating to an astonishing 32m extra
kilos of tomatoes bought1. Prior to this, we had
seen years of static sales due to lack of innovation,
commoditisation through everyday low pricing, and
the category being seen as a mainly functional one.
As we move forward, it’s interesting to see what the
residual effect will be on the category and which trends
are here to stay. Unsurprisingly, we did see volumes
retreat in 2021 but they were still ahead of 2019, by 5.5%
- an indication that some shoppers have reappraised
the category and its role in the cooking process2.
Chopped tomatoes remain the nation’s favourite, with
56.4% of the market and single cans still the most
popular purchase3. Pizza sauce has continued to benefit

strongly from our increased propensity to cook at home,
with sales up 27.5% over the past year4. I think this trend
is here to stay, with home-made pizza in the kitchen
or with a garden pizza oven more popular than ever.
Although only a small segment of ambient tomatoes,
organic has outperformed the category as a
whole and I expect this upwards trend to continue
reflecting the wider market trend for organic.
In terms of brands, Mutti has been the standout winner over the past year. It has gained share
from both branded and own-label, and is the only
brand to have grown sales in every ambient tomato
segment. Category highlights for Mutti have included
a rise to the No.2 branded spot in chopped, pureé
sales up 69.4%, and passata sales up 70.5% - all
demonstrating its strong appeal with shoppers5. In the
thriving pizza sauce category previously mentioned,
Mutti contributed 61% of that volume growth6.

1 Nielsen w.e 26.12.20, 2 Neilsen w.e 18.12.21 (volume), 3 Neilsen w.e 18.12.21 (value), 4 Nielsen w.e 01.01.22 (volume),
5 All Nielsen w.e 18.12.21 (value), 6 Nielsen w.e 01.01.22 (volume)

MUTTI CHAMPIONS
TOMATO VARIETIES
Mutti is relaunching its pasta sauces, championing the
tomato variety of each one. Each tomato has been chosen to
carefully complement the ingredients of each sauce type.
The Genovese Basil, Grilled Vegetable and Parmigiano
Reggiano varieties will be made using the Rossoro tomato
whilst the Leccino Olive uses Cherry tomatoes and
Calabrian Chilli Pepper uses the Pizzutello tomato.
Mutti’s aim is to help consumers understand the unique
characteristics of different tomato varieties and how
to use them, making tomato the hero of a dish!
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RH AMAR ECOMMERCE SITE
Orders have more than doubled on our ecommerce
site over the past three months. If you haven’t yet
placed an order through it, please contact your
RH Amar account manager to get started!

Most popular
time to order
is between
3-4pm

Most popular
day for
orders is
Tuesday

GREATEST CHOICE

STOCK STATUS & PRICING

All our products to view in one place.
Search by product, brand or category
to find what you need quickly.

Our website shows the latest stock
availability and pricing. You can
also set up email alerts for when
products are back in stock.

GETTING TO KNOW YOU

SECURE SITE, EASY PAYMENT

We offer custom order pads for easy
and efficient ordering and, after your
first order, you’ll have your previous
order history for easy repeat purchases.

Our secure site accepts credit
card payments, as well as
payment on account.

24/7 ORDERING

ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

Our online shop is always open.
Order at a time that is convenient to
you from a PC or mobile device.

View order status from picking /
packing to delivery. You can
also access your invoices and
manage delivery addresses.
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A Jubilant Summer
Here's our round up of products and ideas
for a sociable and sunny summer!

DO THE TWIST WITH
MARY BERRY’S
This summer Mary Berry’s will be supported with a marketing
campaign to introduce new shoppers to the brand,
encourage existing customers to shop across the range, and
upweight usage with new and existing customers through
inspirational content. Shoppers will be encouraged to ‘do
the twist’ - a call to action to not only twist open bottles of the
dressings but to also use the dressings to give a delicious
twist to dishes, a twist that only Mary Berry’s dressings can
deliver. Activity will be targeted around key occasions over
the summer period, including the Platinum Jubilee, and will
include the creation of dedicated recipes which show the
versatility of the much-loved Mary Berry’s range.

NEW SUMMER RECIPES
AND INSPIRATION
We have invested in new imagery and recipe
inspiration for our Camp Coffee, Cooks&Co, and
Mary Berry’s brands. Recipes include a delicious
and refreshing iced coffee made with Camp Coffee,
summery salads with Mary Berry’s dressings and
even a vegan Hearts of Palm ‘Scallops’ recipe using
Cooks&Co ingredients.
Please contact your RH Amar account manager if
you would like to see the recipes we have created, or
would like new imagery to support these brands.

GRAZING WITH COOKS&CO
Cooks&Co has launched its summer campaign which
promotes its antipasti range as the perfect partner to the
grazing board trend. The trend for grazing boards and sharing
platters laden with antipasti such as roasted peppers, sundried tomatoes and olives, is expected to continue as we head
to a sociable summer following previous lockdowns.
Cooks&Co will be sharing grazing board tips and content
across its social media channels over the summer. This will
include a live ‘Grazing board’ masterclass on 12th May,
broadcast on the Cooks&Co Instagram channel. This activity
will be supported with a strong PR campaign which will deliver
media coverage for Cooks&Co across the key summer trading
period, highlighting the brand’s antipasti credentials.
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FOODSERVICE SACHETS FOR
FRANK’S AND FRENCH’S
McCormick is offering convenient single-serve sachets for
two of its most popular sauces, French’s Mustard and Frank’s
RedHot Sauce. These handy 10ml foodservice sachets are
perfect for relaxed dining and avoids customers having to
share bottles.

BUSCH MERINGUES
Perfect for Jubilee celebrations, street parties,
and easy entertaining over the summer, Busch
Meringues offer premium quality and taste with the
convenience of being ready-made. We offer three
formats from Busch including traditional Meringue
Nests, Pavlova Bases and little Meringue Drops perfect for adding a finishing touch to celebratory
cakes.
Busch Meringues are made in Germany by familyowned company, Busch-Baiser. Uniquely, the
meringues are not oven baked. Instead, they are
dried in warm air chambers which differentiate
them from other meringues in the market. This
production process produces an extremely light
meringue, with excellent flavour and the perfect
hint of chewiness.

Did you know?

Busch have been making
meringues since 1963

HOT SUMMER HOT DOGS
Turkey & Chicken Sausages are the most recent
addition to Meica’s range of German sausages.
Perfect for the BBQ or popping into a roll, the
sausages offer the retail fixture an alternative
sausage for shoppers who don’t eat pork, or who
are trying to reduce their red meat consumption.
As with all of Meica’s high-quality sausages, the
Turkey & Chicken Sausages are prepared from
prime cuts of meat. The sausages contain over 72%
meat, do not contain colourings, stabilisers, or fillers
and are pre-cooked for consumer convenience.
Perfect served with French’s Mustard or Kühne
gherkins!
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CAMP COFFEE
Camp Coffee has joined forces with
celebrity baker, and ITV’s This Morning
regular, Juliet Sear, for a brand awareness
campaign which will include the creation
of mouth-watering sweet treats using every
baker’s secret ingredient, Camp Coffee.
The activity will introduce new customers
to Camp Coffee and also inspire existing
customers to use the Coffee & Chicory
Essence across new recipes and occasions.
Later in the year, and together with Juliet
Sear, Camp Coffee will host a very special
live virtual coffee morning for media and
consumers to help raise money for the
Macmillan Coffee Morning. During the live
broadcast Juliet will demonstrate two original
Camp Coffee bakes and invite those attending
to share their creations on social media.

COOKS&CO EXPANDS FOODSERVICE OFFERING
WITH AWARD-WINNING PRODUCTS
Cooks&Co is expanding its foodservice
presence this summer with the addition of
two new lines from its award-winning range of
ingredients sourced from around the world.
New to the Cooks&Co foodservice range are:
Tri-Colour Jalapeño Slices and Sweety Drop
Peppers – in a convenient 820g tin format. Both
add colour and flavour in equal measure to dishes
and are previous Great Taste Award winners.

Anne-Marie Cannon, RH Amar Senior Brand
Manager says, ‘These products offer a great pointof-difference for menus and kitchen versatility. They
can be used while cooking to add flavour, or as
finishers adding colour to salads, pizzas and pasta.
The 820g format is perfect for smaller restaurants
and wide-ranging customer and usage occasions’.
Please contact your RH Amar account manager for
further information.

SWEETY DROP PEPPERS

With a delicious sweet and sour taste,
these bright red Inca Red Drops are perfect
for adding a kick of flavour to grazing
boards and summer salads alike.

TRI-COLOUR JALAPENOS

Both products are Vegan Approved
by The Vegetarian Society
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Adding colour and delicious flavour
to your dish, no summer salsa or
sharing nachos are complete without
these sliced Jalapeño Peppers.

KIKKOMAN LAUNCHES
PANKO BREADCRUMBS
Kikkoman has launched traditional Panko Breadcrumbs, which are
perfect for shoppers looking for Japanese-style breadcrumbs from a
recognised and trusted brand. Panko Breadcrumbs have a drier and
coarser texture compared to regular breadcrumbs and absorb less oil.
This gives more crunch when used as a coating for frying food.
The Kikkoman Panko Breadcrumbs contain no artificial ingredients,
and come with a handy resealable bag keeping them fresh and
reducing wastage.

KIKKOMAN SEES BLUE!
Since the launch of Kikkoman Tamari Gluten-Free Soy
Sauce (150ml) with a blue lid last year, the popular 250ml
Tamari has followed suit with a matching blue cap and
label. This is to help shoppers easily differentiate between
the regular Kikkoman Soy Sauce which is in red and the
Kikkoman Less Salt Soy Sauce range which is in green.
Just like the regular world-famous soy sauce, Kikkoman
Tamari Gluten-Free Soy Sauce is also naturally brewed
and uses just four simple ingredients – water, soybeans,
salt and spirit vinegar. The result is a top-quality soy sauce
with the same rich, savoury taste and flavour so those with
a wheat intolerance or coeliac disease don’t lose out on
flavour.
The new harmonised look of the blue Tamari range will be
easy to spot on retailer shelves and online grocery pages
and provide standout from the other ranges.
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NEW POSITIONING FOR
KABUTO NOODLES

Kabuto says: “
"They Who Know Others Are Wise, They
Who Know Noodles Are Enlightened"”

Kabuto is introducing new packaging to
its range of noodles. The bright and eyecatching packaging shows delicious serving
suggestions to inspire shoppers at point of
purchase and communicates the freshness
of the product. The pack size and RRSP
have also been reduced to allow customers
to easily trade into premium. Kabuto has
also improved the noodle ratio in its pots
and ensured the range is HFSS compliant.
All flavours are also now vegetarian.

LA DROGHERIA LAUNCH INNOVATIVE ADJUSTABLE GRINDERS
An innovative grinder head is being introduced
across La Drogheria’s range of salt and peppers,
which gives the option of both fine and coarse from
the same grinder. With just a simple twist of the lid,

consumers can switch between the two depending on
taste or usage occasion. The new grinders also have
better on-shelf visibility and comes at a time when
demand for the range is high, with sales up 14%1.

Have you tried
,
La Drogheria s
Garlic or Chilli
grinders?
They offer great
flavour addition, with
no messy chopping!
1 RH Amar sales out 2022 Q1 vs 2021 Q1

NEW OUTER
SLEEVES
FOR ELLA’S
KITCHEN
RH Amar Brand Controller,
Sam Higgins, has designed
eye-catching branded
outer sleeves for our Ella’s
Kitchen pouches. These
outer sleeves have been
designed to improve onshelf visibility in wholesale
and cash and carry depots.
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Did you
know?

Old Bay is made from
a secret blend of 18
herbs and spices

OLD FAVOURITE, OLD BAY, IN FLAVOUR
Sales of Old Bay Seasoning are up 32% with more
foodservice operators recognising the delicious
flavour that this seasoning offers across a variety
of dishes1. It can be used while cooking to bring
added flavour to meat and fish, or as a secret
ingredient finisher to chips and potato salads.

during a time when foodservice was disrupted due
to Covid. Restaurant operators value Old Bay for its
consistency, reliability, versatility and ability to delight
customers. We are seeing growth for the brand from
existing and new customers - who are discovering the
added flavour this iconic seasoning brings to dishes.’

Phil Marx, RH Amar Brand Manager for Old Bay, says
‘Old Bay joined the RH Amar portfolio at the end of
2016 and we have consistently grown sales since, even

For inspiration and recipes using this delicious
seasoning, please visit www.mccormick.com/old-bay
1 RH Amar sales out 2022 Q1 vs 2021 Q1 (volume)

KÜHNE CELEBRATES
300 YEARS
Kühne was founded as a small vinegar company
in 1722, and in the 300 years since has grown to
become a market-leading company exporting to 80
countries – all while remaining an independent familyowned business, now run by the 10th generation.
To mark its 300th year anniversary, Kühne has reviewed
its brand purpose and customer identity and will be
repositioning itself as Kühne, The Veggie Company –
highlighting its portfolio of vegetarian and vegetable
products. While there will be no change to product
packaging, there will be strong and upweighted
communication to support the new positioning and
highlight Kühne’s heritage, company values and
commitment to sustainability in its 300th year.

SAFFRON SALES BLOOM

1 RH Amar sales out

Sales of our premium Tri-Selecta Saffron have grown 50% over the
past three years, with demand strongest for our 1kg saffron pack –
which is well-suited to professional recipe development and food
manufacturing1. Saffron is loved for its bright hue and the delicate
aroma it adds to rice and pasta dishes, soups, meat and fish. We offer a
range of formats, suitable for retail and foodservice, including 0.125g
pouches of saffron powder and saffron threads in 1g and 1kg sizes.
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DR. OETKER EXPANDS HOME
BAKING RANGE WITH RH AMAR
Nine new retail SKUs have been added to our range of Dr. Oetker Home
Baking products. New additions to the range include Superhero Sprinkles,
a Colour Change Cupcake Set and three different types of traybake
including a Chocolate & Salted Caramel Traybake. The introduction of these
new lines extends our range of Dr. Oetker Home Baking to 69 products
across the decorations, ingredients, coverings, and mixes categories.
Please contact us to discuss your requirements. We can offer core range
guidance to ensure you have the right range to maximise sales over the
summer trading period.

MAZZETTI DEBUTS FIRST TV CAMPAIGN
Look out for Mazzetti’s first television campaign which launches
this month and runs for 12 weeks. The advertising campaign
will lead with Mazzetti Gold Label Balsamic Vinegar and will
be broadcast across a mix of live TV and video-on-demand.
Jessica Bartkowiak, RH Amar Brand Manager for Mazzetti, says
‘This first advertising campaign for Mazzetti will reach a targeted
audience. It includes a highly researched script which has performed
exceptionally well in all areas including intent to purchase, behaviour
change, overall appeal, authenticity and against premium cues’.

SPOTLIGHT ON KAREN WILLIAMS,
NATIONAL ACCOUNT MANAGER
Karen is celebrating her 10-year anniversary at RH
Amar and recently helped the team win Foodservice
Supplier of the Year at the Confex Wholesale Awards.

3. WHAT’S YOUR MOST-USED
RH AMAR PRODUCT
AT HOME?

1. WHAT DO YOU LIKE MOST ABOUT YOUR ROLE
AT RH AMAR?

I’m a Mutti Polpa fan. I do a lot of scratch cooking
at home and so use a lot of it. Mazzetti Balsamic
Glaze is also a favourite, drizzled over bruschetta.

I love that the RH Amar portfolio offers great breadth
and variety which means we really do have something
for everyone. I also enjoy the long-standing relationships
I have with my foodservice customers, some of whom
I have known for over 15 years, which means I really
do get to know what they like. Many foodservice
companies are family-run, like RH Amar, which means
we hold very similar values and business goals.
2. WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING FORWARD
TO OVER THE SUMMER?
Seeing my daughter finally get married! After being
postponed twice due to Covid, the wedding will
finally take place in Ibiza this summer with all our
family there. On the work side, I’m looking forward to
seeing more of my customers face-to-face again.

4. WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO A
PERSON STARTING OUT IN THE INDUSTRY?
Ask lots of questions! The more questions you
ask, the more you get to know and understand
your customers - every single one is different.
Take the time to find out what their requirements
are and make sure you are matching that.
5. AND FINALLY, ONE DREAM JOB TO ANOTHER…
WHAT WOULD IT BE?
The Royal Navy! As a teenager I went to Sea Cadets
and absolutely loved the sailing and boat handling.
I’ve passed this passion onto my son who is in the
Royal Navy and works as a Clearance Diver.

Tel: +44 (0) 1494 530200 Email: info@rhamar.com
Website: www.rhamar.com Ecommerce: rhamaronline.com
We hope you enjoy reading our Fine Food News publication. If you wish to stop receiving future editions, please email Rebecca De Ascencao
at rdeascencao@rhamar.com, or write to: Fine Food News, RH Amar, Turnpike Way, High Wycombe, Bucks, HP12 3TF.

